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Using a handshake shape (HAS) antenna phasing dipole for ion cyclotron heating (ICH), the heating

efficiency was higher than that using a previous poloidal array antenna in the Large Helical Device.

In order to sustain the dipole operation, real-time feedback for impedance matching and maintaining

the same phase and power was adopted during long-pulse discharge. The HAS antenna was designed

to reduce parasitic losses associated with energetic particle and radio-frequency (RF) sheath effects

by field-aligned current concentration on the midplane. Local hot spots and the inhomogeneity of the

diverter heat profile in the toroidal direction were reduced. The long-pulse discharge with an electron

density (ne0) of 1� 1019 m�3, center electron temperature (Te0) of 2.5 keV, a plasma duration time

(td) of 19 min, and RF heating power (PRF) of 1 MW was achieved by ICH and electron cyclotron

heating. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4884363]

I. INTRODUCTION

In designing a commercial fusion reactor, steady-state

operation is important to decrease the cost of electricity and

to increase the lifetime of the fusion plant. Fast-wave heating

in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF) has been

performed for steady-state discharges in the Large Helical

Device (LHD).1 A long-pulse discharge with the plasma du-

ration time (sd) of 54 min was demonstrated with the

line-averaged electron density (ne) of 0.4� 1019 m�3, the

central electron temperature (Te0) of 1 keV, and the

radio-frequency (RF) heating power (PRF) of 0.5 MW (elec-

tron cyclotron heating (ECH): 0.1 MW, ion cyclotron heating

(ICH): 0.4 MW) in a hydrogen-minority heating regime with

helium plasmas.2 As plasma duration time and RF heating

power increase, hot spots and sparks appear at various places

inside of the vacuum vessel. With the persistence of strong hot

spots and increasing frequencies of flashes, long-pulse dis-

charges are usually terminated by an unpredicted radiation col-

lapse within a time scale of 0.2 s.3 In the end of the plasma, the

intensity of the iron line spectrum first arises, and then electron

temperature at the plasma edge begins to drop before the radia-

tion collapse. In order to understand the mechanism of the pene-

tration and production for impurities, toroidal phasing

experiments for ICH have been conducted to decrease the impu-

rity production associated with RF sheath potential and energetic

particles at the plasma edge with a dipole phase in the LHD.

In this paper, typical design parameters of two kinds of

ICRF antennas, a handshake shape (HAS) antenna4 and a

poloidal array (PA) antenna, are described in Sec. II, and ini-

tial experiment results for the reduction of local hot spots and

the improvement of a toroidal phasing system with real-time

feedback controls are shown in Sec. III. Finally, we discuss

the critical issues faced in a long-pulse discharge with a sd of

19 min in steady-state operation with a helium plasma and the

improvements of ICH using the HAS antenna.

II. ICRF ANTENNA IN LHD

The previous long-pulse discharge with a sd of 54 min

was demonstrated by ICH þ ECH on a hydrogen-minority

heating regime for a helium plasma with the magnetic field

(Bt) of 2.712 T on the magnetic axis (Rax) of 3.65 m, and ICH

was carried out only by using the PA antenna shown in

Fig. 1(a). A magnetic axis sweeping from Rax¼ 3.63 m to

Rax¼ 3.67 m every 3 min, the time-averaged heat flux to the

FIG. 1. Picture of two kinds of ICRF antennas installed in the LHD. The left

figure (a) shows the poloidal PA at the 7.5 port, and the right figure (b)

shows the HAS antenna at the 3.5 port. Magnetic field lines in front of ICRF

antennas are aligned to a FS.
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divertor plates was alternately scattered to the inner-side and

the outer-side divertor plates.5 The magnetic axis sweeping

decreased the frequency of flash events, but it was necessary

to decrease the heating power for ICH to maintain

long-pulse plasma duration with a low frequency of flashes

inside the vacuum vessel. In order to sustain plasmas of

higher electron density (ne� 1� 1019 m�3), it is necessary to

increase RF heating power, but the ICH heating power seems

to be strongly related to the frequency of flashes.6 In previ-

ous works to decrease impurity generation during ICH, a

low-Z coating on plasma-facing components,7 reducing the

sheath potential by the antenna phase,8 decreasing the induc-

tive imaginary current on the Faraday screen (FS) caused by

misalignment9 and rotating the center conductor10 to a mag-

netic field line (MFL) have been attempted, and a favorable

ICH with low impurity generation and relatively high heat-

ing efficiency was achieved with a phasing dipole.11–14 It has

been reported that field alignment for the ICRF antenna

should theoretically decrease the average RF sheath potential

along magnetic field lines in the Alcator C-Mod,15 and that

low-impurity production is achieved by dipole phasing using

a field-aligned ICRF antenna.16 In steady-state operation,

dipole phasing may, indeed, be one of the candidate methods

for decreasing impurity generation during ICH, and a toroi-

dal phasing experiment was planned to execute a stable

steady-state plasma using a field-aligned ICRF antenna in

the LHD. In the Alcator C-Mod, the fast wave is excited

using 4 (toroidal direction)� 2 (poloidal direction) antennas

within the narrow-peak toroidal wavenumber spectrum with

dipole phasing, and the fast wave is excited using 2 (toroidal

direction) antenna with the peak toroidal wavenumber on a

large-magnetic-field configuration rather than the magnetic

field at the plasma center in the LHD. The field-aligned to-

roidal phasing antenna in the LHD, i.e., the HAS antenna,

was designed to decrease impurity generation and local

hot-spots temperatures associated with the RF sheath; using

this system, fast wave heating experiments in various toroi-

dal phases have been investigated since 2009.

A. Experimental setup for two kinds of ICRF antennas

Two kinds of ICRF antennas, the PA antenna in Fig. 1(a)

and the HAS antenna in Fig. 1(b), were installed in different

toroidal sections, and the toroidal angle between these anten-

nas is 144�. The PA antenna was installed perpendicular to

the equatorial plane at port 7.5, and the tilt angle of the FS of

the PA antenna to the equatorial plane is approximately 12�.
The center conductor (strap) of the PA antenna is tilted to

magnetic field line, and the strap of the HAS antenna at port

3.5 is aligned with the line. The strap of the HAS antenna is

ideally installed to the vertical magnetic field line, and then

the excited waves driven by the image current to cancel the

parallel RF electric field E|| are smaller than that using the PA

antenna. The RF current on the strap surface beside the

plasma is strongly concentrated on both strap edges, and the

maximum of the RF current is close to the bottom plate of the

HAS antenna.1 For the HAS antenna, the decreasing the tem-

perature of local hot spots and decreasing impurity contamina-

tion are two important issues, and the RF current of both

straps is concentrated on the mid plane to decrease the RF

sheath potential caused by mismatched amplitude for excited

waves for the HAS antenna around regions with large RF cur-

rent concentrations (Fig. 2).

Typical antenna parameters and operational conditions

in steady-state operation are shown on Table I. The strap

width and the distance (DLCFS) between the strap and the last

closed flux surface (LCFS) in front of ICRF antennas were

smaller for the HAS antenna than the PA antenna, because

the vacuum loading of the HAS antenna was smaller than

that of the PA antenna at the same DLCFS. On previous

steady-state operation (�54 min), the local hot spot tempera-

ture of the antenna protector edge using the PA antenna was

over 1000 �C with a DLCFS of 12 cm and the heating power

of 0.4 MW for ICH, and it was necessary to both decrease

the local hot spot temperature and increase the heating power

for higher-density operation. In order to increase the cooling

capability of the antenna protector, the material of the pro-

tector was changed from a isotropic carbon (IG-43) to a

carbon-fiber composite (CX-2002), and the heat conductivity

for the CX-2002 in the direction of the cooling water was

three times higher than that for the IG-43. An effective

excited spectrum of parallel wavenumber (k||) to the mag-

netic field line using the HAS antenna in dipole phase was

larger than that using the PA antenna in monopole phase.

The effective spectrum of k|| for the HAS antenna was

approximately �7 m�1, and that of the PA antenna was

�0 m�1 with a weak large-wavenumber spectrum caused by

the strap width. Since the perpendicular refractive index

(nperp) in fast wave is a function of the electron density, the

magnetic field and the parallel refractive index, the

FIG. 2. Pictures of the HAS and the PA antenna installed in the vacuum vessel in Figs. 3(a) and 3(c), and the local hot spot temperatures measured by IR cam-

era around ICRF antennas on the long-pulse discharges are shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(d). The temperatures of local hot spots using the PA were approximately

twice those using the HAS at the heating power of 0.6 MW for ICH, and the distance D using the HAS antenna between the Faraday screen and LCFS was

shorter than that for the PA antenna.

061505-2 Kasahara et al. Phys. Plasmas 21, 061505 (2014)
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propagating region for fast waves with large k|| values

(�7 m�1) is shifted by a few cm to a higher-density region

than that with the lower k|| (�0 m�1) for the PA antenna. Due

to this shift in the wave propagation region, the possibility of

plasma edge damping seems to be smaller for the HAS

antenna than for the PA antenna. It was assumed that the

heating efficiency (g) for the HAS with dipole phase was

higher than that for the PA antenna with monopole phase,

and in the initial fast wave heating experiment, this was con-

sistent with the experimental results, shown in Table I.

III. STEADY-STATE EXPERIMENTS USING ICH

A. Local hot spots using the PA and the HAS antennas

Figure 3 shows two pictures for the PA and the HAS

antenna made by a computer-aided designed system (CAD)

and local hot-spot temperatures around ICRF antennas on

long-pulse operations. The ICH heating powers

(PICH� 0.6 MW) at the frequency of 38.47 MHz were

approximately the same, and the antenna distances (DLCFS

� 7 cm) for the HAS with the dipole phase was closer than

that for the PA (DLCFS � 12 cm). An infrared (IR) camera

measured the local hot-spot temperatures, and the tempera-

ture of the PA antenna protector was increased with

increased plasma duration. The maximum temperature

reached using the PA antenna was 480 �C after 33 s while

that of the HAS antenna was 234 �C after 90 s. The hot spot

region of the antenna protector for the PA antenna was close

to the divertor leg with the large curvature, and the predicted

geometrical misalignment for the divertor leg might be one

of the causes of the hot spots. In the present work, tracking

energetic particles accelerated on the ICRF resonance

between the ICRF antenna and LCFS, the energetic particles

easily impacted the upper edge of the antenna protector of

the PA antenna, and the impact region was consistent with

hot spots found in a previous experimental observation.3 On

the other hand, the region of local hot spots for the HAS

antenna was broader and located around the region geometri-

cally closest to the minimum of DLCFS, and this region for

the HAS antenna was not strongly related to direct energetic

particle losses during ICH. These results suggest that the

local heat load using the HAS antenna is decreased with the

improvement of heat conductivity using the carbon-fiber-

composite and the reduction of parasitic losses associated

with the energetic particles in front of the ICRF antenna.

Since there is no installation to measure the RF sheath poten-

tial around these ICRF antennas in the LHD, an actual

antenna model has been prepared by a collaboration between

NIFS and PSFC (MIT)15,17,18 using a finite element solver,

COMSOL.19 The initial result with the cold plasma tensor of

the LHD and without the model for Faraday screen and

antenna protectors has already been found, but it is necessary

TABLE I. Typical design parameters for the PA and the HAS antenna. The angle of the MFL around the ICRF antenna is tilted at 12� to the equatorial plane.

The PA antenna is installed perpendicular to the plane, and the installation angle of the HAS antenna is �78� to the plane. The main material of the antenna is

SUS316, but the antenna protector was made with low-Z material (carbon).

PA HAS

Installation angle of strap to MFL 90 deg (not field-aligned) 78 deg (field-aligned)

Strap width/length (m) 0.3/0.7 0.2/0.7

Strap—FS 0.04/0.01 0.05/0.015

Parallel/vertical (m) 0.09 0.05

Strap—backplate (m) � 0 m�1 (g> 70%) �7 m�1 (dipole, g> 90%), �0 m�1 (monopole, g> 70%)

Typical wavenumber k|| (m�1) and heating efficiency (g) IG-43 (isotropic carbon)

Material of antenna protector CX-2002 (carbon fiber composite)

FIG. 3. In-phase (I) and quadrature-phase (Q) between two transmission lines associated with the strap surface current of the HAS antenna are shown in Figs.

4(a) and 4(b), with the phase of the current strap kept constant by a real-time phase feedback control during discharge, shown in Fig. 4(b). Figure 4(c) shows

the average antenna loading during 10 s in various antenna phases on the hydrogen minority heating regime with the ratio over than 30%, and the difference of

antenna loading between the two straps for the HAS antenna was small in the monopole (0–0) and dipole (0–180) phases.
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to improve the optimization of the calculation mesh on the

plasma surface and decrease the calculation resources

needed to include the Faraday screen and the antenna

protectors.

B. Real-time phase feedback control for long-pulse
operation

In order to increase the heating efficiency and decrease

the temperature of local hot spots during dipole-phase ICH

using the HAS at steady-state operation, it is necessary to

maintain the same antenna phase during long-pulse operation

in real time, because it has been reported that the antenna im-

pedance for the PA antenna is gradually changed during

long-pulse operation.20,21 Since the antenna loadings for the

PA antenna were not sensitive to various antenna phases, it

was not an important issue to control the antenna phase for

the PA antenna in real time for long-pulse operation. Figures

3(a) and 3(b) show the experimental results for the in-phase

(I) and the quadrature-phase (Q) between two transmission

lines associated with the antenna phase for the HAS antenna

with and without real-time phase feedback control. On short-

pulse discharge (�0.3 s) without the real-time phase feed-

back control in Fig. 3(a), the I- and the Q-phase did not keep

constant, but rather depended on plasma parameters. The

plasma was sustained by electron cyclotron heating (ECH)

and ICH, and the end of the plasma duration in the last 0.1 s

was only sustained by ICH. At that time, the electron temper-

ature decreased, and the phase clearly changed. This result

suggests that there is no guarantee of maintaining the same

phase for the HAS antenna at various plasma parameters.

For steady-state operation, real-time impedance matching is

needed to make the RF reflection ratio small,20 and phase

feedback control has to be carried out simultaneously with

other feedback controls like impedance matching and main-

tenance of the power level. The initial result for real-time

phase feedback control was demonstrated at a duration of 5 s

in Fig. 3(b), and the I- and Q-phases for the current strap

were kept constant during the discharges. The maximum

speed of phase control was less than 36�/s, which was not a

limiting factor; rather, the speed was limited by the speed of

impedance matching for a liquid stub tuner21 with a low

power-reflection ratio.

Using real-time phase feedback control, the antenna

loading of the HAS antenna is shown in various toroidal

phases with the duration time of 10 s on the hydrogen minor-

ity heating regime in Fig. 3(c), although the hydrogen minor-

ity ratios between 0.3 and 0.4 were not optimized in these

experiments. Unbalanced antenna-loadings were clearly

increased except in dipole or monopole phases, and the max-

imum imbalance in antenna loading was achieved at a phase

of 90�. The antenna loading with phasing monopole was

slightly larger than the antenna loading with phasing dipole,

and it differed from the assumption before the experiment.

The antenna loading with monopole phasing was much

larger than that with dipole phasing. This may be one of the

reasons for the imaginary current on the surface for the sup-

port of each HAS antenna protector, making the antenna

loading small at the monopole phase.

C. Higher performance steady-state discharge

High-performance long-pulse discharge with sd of

19 min, ne of 1019 m�3, and Te0 of 2.5 keV was achieved

using the HAS and the PA antennas with several real-time

feedback controls during steady-state operation, and various

plasma parameters are shown in Fig. 4. For ECH, one

focused on off-axis heating with frequency (freq) of 84 GHz

and two focused on on-axis heating with freq of 77 GHz were

used, and the on-axis heatings (freq� 77 GHz) were injected

in a series at 120-s intervals in different toroidal sections to

decrease the internal pressure of the ECH gyrotron. The cen-

ter electron temperature (Te) was measured by electron cy-

clotron emission (ECE) in Fig. 4(b), and the Te strongly

FIG. 4. Discharge waveform for higher-performance steady-state discharge with ne of 1019 m�3 an Te0 of 2.5 keV and PRF of 1 MW (ICH: 0.72 MW, ECH:

0.26 MW). The radiation Prad measured by bolometer was less than 20% during the discharge. The magnetic axis was swept from Rax¼ 3.63 m to Rax¼ 3.67 m

with Bt¼ 2.71 T on Rax¼ 3.65 m to scatter the local divertor heat load.
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depended on the on-axis heating. Total radiation power

(Prad) was measured by the bolometer installed in port 3.5

close to the HAS antenna. The Prad was affected by the time

evolution of Te, and it was kept constant (Prad< 0.2 MW).

As the plasma duration with ne� 1� 1019 m�3 and Te greater

than a few keV was extended, a large amount of spikes indi-

cating impurity lines (CIII and FeXVI) and fast radiation

powers in Figs. 4(d) and 4(e) located in different toroidal

sections were observed, and the time evolutions of the fast

radiation powers with the plasma center sight lines were

measured by absolute extra ultraviolet silicon photodiode

(AXUVD) at port 3.5U (close to the HAS antenna) and port

8O (close to the PA antenna). These fast radiation powers

were synchronized on low-frequency modulation with each

other, and the modulations were caused by magnetic axis

sweeping to decrease the concentration of the local heat load

to the divertor plates. On the other hand, the spike frequen-

cies of these fast radiations were not always synchronized

with each other, and the spike frequencies of impurity lines

(CIII and FeXVI) were not always synchronized with the

fast radiation powers, either. In this plasma, electron temper-

ature with normalized minor radius q� 0.8 was approxi-

mately a few hundred eV, and iron and carbon impurities

were ionized at the plasma edge. The experimental results

suggest that mainly radiation spikes are produced around the

plasma edges of local toroidal sections and impurity accumu-

lation is negligible on the long-pulse operation with

sd� 19 min. Comparing the radiation spikes of the 8O port

(d) with that of 3.5U port (e), the spike frequency found near

the PA antenna was much larger than that found near the

HAS antenna, and there were many heating power degrada-

tion events by interlocks for the PA antenna. The reflection

ratio of the heating power supplied the PA antenna was over

at many times. In the previous long-pulse discharge, the fre-

quency of these spikes with the CIII line was not so much

larger than that with PRF� 1 MW, and the spike frequency

was increased with increased divertor heat loads and

increased plasma heating power from 0.5 MW to 1 MW. By

increasing the edge plasma temperature and the divertor heat

load with the RF heating power, the reason for the plasma

termination was changed from radiation collapse caused by

an impurity penetration for iron at the plasma edge to the

increase in electon density. The unintended heating power

decrease by the interlcok for ICH made the sustainable den-

sity small, and the time scale of the plasma termination was

extended from 0.2 s by impurity contamination to a few sec-

onds by exceeding the sustainable density. On the

steady-state operation, low impurity production and stable

plasma heating were achieved using the HAS antenna while

it was necessary to decease the interlock events and the tem-

perature of the antenna protector for the PA antenna.

D. Decreased wall-recycling and divertor heat load on
long-pulse discharges

Figure 5 shows time evolutions of ne, He fueling rate

(CHe) and RF heating power (PRF) on the two long-pulse

operations, and in the relatively short-pulse discharge with

sd� 6 min (#113145) He fueling is carried out using a

mass-flow controller (MFC, a controllable fueling rate

< 2 Pa m3/s) by a proportional feedback method (P method)

between ne and the preprogrammed target value. Except for

the plasma startup phase, CHe gradually decreased in 200 s,

and then CHe reached �0.036 Pa m3/s, which is similar to the

slow leak rate for the MFC. On the longer-pulse plasma dis-

charge, it seemed necessary to control the He-fueling rate

(CHe< 0.036 Pa m3/s), and a piezoelectric valve to control

the very small CHe was used in the long-pulse discharge with

sd� 19 min (#117208). He fueling using the valve adopted

the P method that was previously used in a long-pulse

FIG. 5. The particle fueling rate of He was measured by MFC for the long-pulse plasma with sd� 6 min and ne of 1� 1019 m�3 (#113145) and are shown at

the left figure in Fig. 5, and the control voltage of particle fueling using piezoelectric valve are shown in steady-state plasma with sd� 19 min, ne� 1� 1019

m�3 and PRF� 1 MW (#117208) in the middle figure. In the preliminary estimation for particle fueling using a piezoelectric valve, the particle-fueling rate

decreased to 0.01 Pa m3/s from 2 Pa m3/s at 700 s. Hydrogen fueling was effectively decreased in flashes inside of vacuum vessel using the PA antenna, the

hydrogen was SSGP, which was installed just in front of the HAS antenna, with the hydrogen fueling rate <0.01 Pa m3/s.
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discharge with sd� 54 min, ne< 0.5� 1019 m�3 and

PRF� 0.5 MW,3 and the ne was well controlled using the P

method. On higher-performance plasma with ne� 1� 1019

m�3, Te0 greater than a few keV and PRF� 1 MW (#117208),

the He fueling rate was overestimated by the P method in

700 s, and the electron density gradually increased after

700 s. The P method is useful to achieve a constant electron

density with a small perturbation for the target density; it is

assumed that the wall-recycling rate during the plasma dura-

tion is constant. In Figure 5(d), the He wall-recycling rate

estimated from the rate of decreasing in ne was consistent

with the exhausting rate for active pumping speed around

t¼ 815–835 s (the phase II). The hydrogen fueling to keep

the minority ratio was carried out by super-sonic gas puffing

(SSGP) at fueling rates less than 0.01 Pa m3/s, and there was

no active fueling except wall-recycling included from the di-

vertor in phase II. That suggests that the wall-recycling ratio

was negligible around 820 s in phase II; it will be necessary

to improve a particle fueling method to adopt electron den-

sity with the time evolution for the wall-recycling in the

long-pulse discharge.

Figure 6 shows the removed divertor heating power in

various toroidal sections for long-pulse operations with

sd> 430 s. The power removed from the divertor plates was

calculated from the divertors’ cooling-water temperature. In

order to estimate the average power removed from the diver-

tor plates, the summation of the total removed energy was di-

vided by the plasma duration time, and the energy until the

divertor temperature reached the initial temperature before

plasma discharge was summed. ECH was carried out at port

1.5, 2, and port 9.5 as direct electron heating, and ICRF

power was supplied at port 3.5 with the HAS antenna at

dipole phase and at port 7.5 with the PA antenna at monop-

ole phase. Comparing the unbalanced removed power using

HAS þ PA antenna with that using HAS antenna, the

removed power was localized around the heating port using

the PA antenna. In the case using the HAS antenna, the

unbalanced removed heating power around the HAS antenna

was much smaller than that using the PA antenna. Energetic

particles are easily accelerated on the outside of the LCFS in

front of the ICRF antenna, and these particles locally impact

the specific divertor plates to which magnetic field line con-

nects in front of the ICRF antenna.4 The particle acceleration

in front of the ICRF antenna is related to the RF sheath

potential, and the RF sheath potential around the ICRF

antenna for the HAS antenna seems to be smaller than that

for the PA antenna. For heat balance on long-pulse discharge

with the sd of 19 min, an amount of 64% for heating power

went to the divertor plates using the HASþPA antenna, and

the power ratio to the divertor only using the HAS antenna

for ICH was approximately the same as that using the

HASþPA antenna. Considering the higher dipole-phase

heating efficiency of the HAS antenna than the PA antenna

with phasing monopole, parasitic heating loss for the PA

antenna with low wavenumber (k||� 0 m�1) was caused by

the accelerated energetic particles in front of ICRF antenna.

The amount of radiation power measured by bolometer,

which was installed at close HAS antenna, was approxi-

mately 18% using the HASþ PA antenna, and the impurity

accumulation for the core plasma was not different between

two kinds of ICRF antennas.

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In order to achieve high-performance steady-state opera-

tion using ICH in the LHD, long-pulse experiments using

two kinds of ICRF antennas have been performed, and it is

necessary to prepare the calculation framework including

wave propagation with an actual antenna and vacuum vessel

model to predict the RF sheath effect using COMSOL. The

calculation framework for ICH in LHD is under construc-

tion, and we have to reduce the computational resources

required to include the Faraday screen and antenna protector

with a hot plasma tensor to reveal parasitic heating losses in

front of the ICRF antennas. The HAS antenna was designed

to decrease parasitic losses associated with energetic particle

and RF sheath potential around the ICRF antenna, and, with

several real-time feedback controls for impedance matching

and maintaining constant power and antenna phase, a long-

pulse discharge with sd� 19 min, ne� 1� 1019 m�3, elec-

tron and ion temperature of 2 keV were achieved. Hydrogen

fueling by SSGP effectively reduced flashes around the PA

antenna, and the heating power for the PA antenna was eas-

ily shunted to nearby divertor plates with low hydrogen con-

centrations. That power for the HAS antenna was smaller

than that for the PA antenna, and the parasitic losses using

the HAS antenna, which was associated with energetic parti-

cle acceleration in front of the ICRF antenna and weak

plasma production by RF sheath, was smaller than that using

the PA antenna. The particle fueling rate with sd> 700 s was

smaller than the assumption from the rate of long-pulse dis-

charge with sd� 54 min, ne� 0.4� 1019 m�3, and

PRF� 0.5 MW. The local heat load to the divertor plate, the

first wall and the hot spot temperature associated with para-

sitic losses were increased as the minority ratio of hydrogen

decreased, and the heated first wall was one of the

FIG. 6. Amounts of power removed from the divertor plates (Pdiv) in various

toroidal sections for two heating operations with the PA þ HAS antenna

(#117208) and the HAS antenna alone (#117240), are shown. When the PA

antenna was used, the removed power was locally increased around the PA

antenna.
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possibilities for the decreased He fueling ratio at sd> 700 s.

The HAS antenna could reduce those temperature and local

hot spots of antenna protectors; then, the long-pulse dis-

charge with higher heating power might be more easily sup-

plied than that using the PA antenna. For the HAS antenna,

the heating efficiency of the monopole phase, which was

consistent with the heating efficiency using the PA antenna,

was smaller than that of the dipole phase, and the heating ef-

ficiency seemed to be related to its operation in toroidal

phases. We could not reveal the local hot-spot temperatures

between the field-aligned effect and the dipole operation on

the steady-state operation, because the ICH operation with

higher heating efficiency was usually adopted on long-pulse

discharges. In the future, we want to compare the local hot

spots in relative long-pulse discharge (sd� 10 min) at

monopole and dipole phases, and have a plan to perform a

field-aligned poloidal array antenna experiment.
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